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Dear Mr. Rogers

In his opening speech at a fisheries conference in East Africa the Governor
of Uganda remarked that knowledge of the waters is to the cience of fisheries
as knowledge of the soiS is to the science of agricu]ture. In East Africa
scientific knowledge of the inSand waters, the natura] balances of which are
being disturbed and changed by the recent impact of civilization, is even more
sparse than knowledge of the soils. ith the .established imrortance of. fresh
water fisheries in their contribution to the critical rrotein eSement in native
diet and with scientific knowledge accepted as prerequisite to any sound pro-
gram of expanding the fishing industries, the role of inland fisheries research
couSd be economicalSy important. ’ith Lake Victoria and other bodies of water
geographically shared by the territories, strong arguments exist for central
rather than territorial administration of at ]east a part of the fisheries
research program.

The unexplored status of fisheries in the Indian Ocean off the ast
African shore, and the generally accepted need for higher roduction of animal
protein foods for the ast.African population dictates a need also for some
sort of a marine fisheries research rogram. The facts that these waters are
shared by the two coastal territories and by the Island of ,Zanzibar , and that
the shipment of marine fisheries food inland to Uganda wa aready stabised
in a small way indicated that such a program might best be undertaken on an
interterritorial basis under administrative control by the High Commission.

Today in East Africa there are three interterritorial fisheries orgniza-
tlons: the East African Fisheries Research Organization, which carries out
fresh water fisheries research; the Yaks Victoria Fisheries Service, which is
concerned with legislative control of fishing in the I.ke, the athering of
data on fishing, and improvements in the fishing industry; and the East. African
Marine Fisheries Research Organization, which carries on a fisheries research
program in the Indian Ocean. Eachof these organizations will be described in
some detail below.

Th,,e. East Afr.igan Fisheries R,.2,search.Orzan.iza.tion :

The headquarters of the .ast African Fisheries Research Organization is

located at JinJa. In 9O approval of a scheme for the deve]or.ment of a sub-
station on Lake Tanganyika had been received from the East African Fisheries

Advisory Committee and from the three territorial Governments. The ]90 Annual
Report announced that application had been made to the Colonial.Office for an-

additional grant to cover the capital ex.ense of the sub-station, but the rroJect
was not mentioned in either the 9I or ]92 reorts.
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At the end of 192 the staff included, besides the director, two Fisheries
Research Officers, one Hydrologi.st, one Officer in charge of Ma]acoloy, parasl-
tology, and Laboratory maintenance, one technician doing fishery work and maintain
ing’the boats, one secretary and one assistant secretary. This total of eight
fell one short of the authorized complement, one research officer vacancy being
unfilled.

The main building program was reported comple.ted in 1990,. roviding a
well equipped laboratory, storss, eight staff houses, and aui]lary buildings.
An aquarium house, begun in ]991, was still in Drocess of construction at the
end of that year. A mobile laboratory, especially built on a four ton truck
chassis, was completed in late ]9I. A workshop was started in 192. Two motor
launches, one fitted with an echo sounder, along with several _dinghys, trawling
nets and auxiliary equiFment are further properties.

The East African Fisheries Research Organization began operations at Jin,a
in 1946, with finance provided from C.D.&W. funds, and fell under the High
Commission on inception. The work and D]ans of the organization were subect
to supervision by the East African Inland Fisheries Research Advisory Committee
composed of three ex officio mombers (the Assistant Chief SeCretary to the High
Commission, who was Chairman, the Director of the Organization, the Chief
Fisheries Officer of the Lake Victoria Fisheries Service) and three members
appointed one each by the Governors of the territories. As ,one of the research
services its Director is responsible to the High Commission through the Administrator
in his capacity as one of the several xecutive Officers.

The initial capital outlay for the Organization, which amounted to
was provided out of Colonial Development and Welfare funds, and up to 1992
recurrent costs were also provided. Beginning with the year 1992 half of the
recurrent costs_were taken over in equal shares by the East African governments.

ant raorlary
Recurrent/expenxurBscurlng xgAS-1990 (covered by C.D.&W. Scheme R.71) were’.

Recurrent
Extraordinary

Total

Revenue of the Organization amounted to ’277 in 199 and 419 in 1990, most
of which came from rents.

The diversity of fisheries conditions throughout East Africa is i]lustrate

by the wide variety of conditions in Lake Victoria alone, the northern waters
of which have provided the Fisheries Research Organization’s principal area for
research. ith its idented coastline, numerous islands, the conditions o.flwater
and aquatic life were quickly found to be highly local, so that the Lake had. to
be regarded from the scientific standpoint as many lakes within a lake. Fish
populations were found to be IrreAularly distributed, determined by sets of condi-
tions peculiar to each locality. Research problems were rendered more complex
by the lack of previously gathered scientific ata; at the inception of the
Organization this knowledge was limited to a list of the various species of fish,
some very general information rearding thai# food requirements and a very rough
indication of their distributlor. Inevitably, with such a complete lack of ata,



the question of exactly where research should begin has ben much discussed,
and apart from the necessary basic research into the chemistry and biology
of the waters the emphasis has been placed upon studies more directly concerned
with particular endemic species already proved to be economically important.
This emphasis has been stimulated by the eneraly recognized protein deficiency
in the diet of an increasing native population, partlcular.y along the northern
shores of Lake Victoria. The position of lake Victoria, geographically shared
by the three territories, woud partly justify concentration of research upon
its waters, which comprise the major fresh water fisheries of East Africa.
However, the easterly areas also have a claim on the services of any interterri-
torial research body, and research of a less intense nature has been carried on
iu other parts of East Africa. Iu 1992 data of various sorts were collected
from twelve lakes including Tanganyika, Rudolf and Bunyoni.

The methods of research employed have been dictated to a large degree by
imitations of plant, equipment and personnel. The laboratory at JinJa provides
facilities for an increasing degree of analyses and observations, and in 9I
work was begun on an aquarium house. The two motor launches are operated on
Lake ictoria, aowin the comprehensive experiments with gil]nets of various
meshes and the trawin exoeriments to be carried out. The operation of hydro-
logical stations for investigations of temperature and oxygenizatiou variations
and phytoplankton counts are aso facilitated by launches under direct control
of the organization. Research in outlying areas, necessarily dependent upon
territorial departments or other ocal agencies whenever the mobile laboratory
is not brought along, is carried out by members of the staff from time to time.

From the beginning basic work in hydrology has been done in the waters of
the Buvuma Channel. In 992 the facilities for investigating temperature,
oxygenizatiou, and whytop]aukton poF.ulation were being augmented. The diatom
Melosira has received special attention because of its known value as a fish
food. Chemical analysis of the waters was also an investigative target, with
alkalinity, conductivity and chloride content recordings being .eriodica.]]y takmu
and related to fish populations and phytoplanktou counts. The rate of release
of nutrients from decomposing mud was being measured, especially iu the more
fertile coastal waters .where the young fish pass through a growth period thought
to determine ultimate size and weight. As more data was gathered detailed
research was undertaken in the laboratory: in ]92 blue and blue .reeu algae were
being observed in inorganic mediae, resulting in the detection of certain chemical
deficiencies, notably sulnhur, nitrogen and phosphorus, in the waters of Iake
Victoria. The effects of temperature upon the mixin of waters and mud when
the temperature of layers of water and mud differed from one another were
observed, resulting iu a finding of further local environmental variety iu the
waters of lake Victoria. ven between bays within 6 miles of one another marked
differences were noted. The effect of various fish predators were studied,
the feeding habits of crocodiles, cormorants, darters, herons and slicans being
observed iu order to determine their effect on the ecology of the lake. Though
these studies were necessarily limited -with the exceDtion of a more intense
study by a visiting scientist some strongly suprorted the view that animal
life was ecologically vital, not detrimental, to fish populations in shallow
tropical lakes. The 199 annual report of the organization, citin_ the dama[e
done to gill nets by crocodiles, mentioned the probable necessity of a camn_i.n
against them. In the 1992 renort, which presented data on the stomach contents
of crocodiles, a doubt was expressed -much to the consteruatlon of some native

legislative representatives -of the wisdom of further reduction of crocodiles
and hippopotomi.



Entomological research has been mainly concerned with the Sake flies,
chironomus and Chaoborus, whose obviously huge swarms indicate at once their
ecological importance. ConsiderabJe data has been gathered, confirming their
importance both as a fish food and as feeders on algae. Their periodicity Of
hatching, habitat during various stages, and egg Saying site preferences have
been explored. It was found that larval mortality was very high, with swarms
of size thus being produceable only by very large breeding swarms. The larval
and breeding stages and feeding habits in the mud, water and on the surface
were observed to determine both their availability as fish food and their com-
petition with fish ife for other foods. Examinatioreof contents of fish stomachs
were an important part of this work.

Studies of MoSusca were another aswect of research becaume of their
importance as fish food and their importance as intermediate hosts of a human
disease parasite. By 192 the Organization claimed the most complete colection
of aquatic snails iu Africa, and a guest scientist of the organization had
completed a monograph on "The Aquatic Snails of Uganda and Neighboring Territories.
Parasite-free snails were being experimental1y infected, and mice were in turn
infected with Cercariae liberated from the snails to obtain further data.
Sampling procedures indicated that the distribution of snails seemed to be
determinedby the incidence of oxygenization in the water, and snails collected
close iu shore were found in some B ocalities to be O percent infected. Two
possibilities under investigation were the introduction of snail-eating fish
into infected areas to keep down the parasite hosts, or the propagation of weed
and algae eating fish to reduce snail populations indirectly by competing for
their natural food. Removing the weeds by other means, or poisoning the water
were other measures being tested. The overall effort of the fisheries organiza-
tion in respect of snail research related to the disease has been cited as an
outstanding illustration of the vaSue of cooperative research under inter-
territorial oversight, with benefits of scientific research multiplied and
duplicative efforts reduced by a better coordination than independent bodies
generally achieve.

Because of its pioneer nature, the work of the organization has involved
considerable exploration and gathering of basic statistical material. In 198
material to determine ages and growth rates of fish iu lake Victoria was begun,
and data was being sought to determine the distribution of fish in waters
within 0 raises of Jinja. New fisheries opportunities were exwlored; wreliminary
deep water trawling, experiments soon indicated that large catches of Hapo-hromis
were obtainable and trial efforts using nets set on the bottom of deeper waters
hinted that reviously unexploited reserves of Mormyrus might ultimately become
economicaJly more imuortant than talapia. More definitive efforts of collection
and measurement of specimens, examination of stomach contents, physiologica and
sexual conditions were effected after the Saboratory at Jia became fully
operative. Detailed attempts were made to arrive at a method of determining the
age of talapia by various measurements or counts of bones, markings, coors and
scales. Some materia was collected on the spawning intervals, growth rates and
spawning, age of Haplochromus melanopos, under aquaria conditions in 9I, and brood
mortality rates were assessed. Further physiological work and neurological
experiments on Mory_ru.s k..annume revealed detais of an electrical impulse and
receptor msclaism similar in .rlncipa to radar, which was thought to be a

waring device against redators.



In 1952 the Organization extended its work to include a survey of fish
life in the Malagarasi Swamp lying between Lakes Victoria and Tanganyika, where
a plentitude of fish indicated r.ossibilitis for further fisheries deve]onment.
Statistics of weight of dried fish shipments from lake Tanganyika were
examined.

The ,heavier research effort focused upon the various species of Talapia
brought forth considerable interesting iuformatiou. Growth a.npear to be raoid
up to the point of sexual maturity, with the rate then much slower, ap,narent]y
due to rapid breeding; gonads have been observed ripening while the brood was
still in the females mouth. Age rather than size appears to determine .aturity,
and ultimate size appears often to be determined by the amount of phyto.lankton
available as food to the fish during the critical growth stage following its

emergeuce from the brood. Tr.ough regular seining iu differeut places some
iuformatiou was gathered regarding periodic migrations from .lace to nlace and
to higher or lower levels in the water. Diatoms were found to be a most imwortant
food for talapia, and their quantity was. found to be ’inf]uenced indirectly by
thermal currents affecting the deogygenization of bottom waters and release of
nutrients. Studies were made of the fe.ediug mechanisms of some species, revealing
that the _hytoplankton was brought in utilizing the respiratory currents, being
retained by adhesion to mucus secretions. The ratio of sodium to calcium iu
water was found to condition blue green algae and make it digestible for ta]apia,
providing a possible explanation for the very large size reached by Ta.lswia
nilotica in lake Rudolf.

Taxonomy studies accomnanied other work, with attemnts to find a standard
of identity not being very successful. A more .romising means seemed to be upou
the basis of feedinT_ mechanisms and related morpho]ogica] feature: color and
the numbers of aw teeth provided no criteria because of irreguarities. Some
time also w.ss devoted to the study of interspecific hybridization and its effect
on fish populations. An officer on leave at the end of ]9I was making comparisons
with type specimens in the British Museum with a view "to enhancing the body of
information regardins evolution and speci&lization within the genus. Besides the
more extensive studies of Talapia, some material was gathered on Har]ochoromus
in Lake Victoria, ake Bunyoni, end the Malagarasi Swamp. In 192-the breeding
season of Mormyr.u... kann_ume, previously undetermined, was found to be between
September and December, and the spawning sites were found to be in deep water,
on rocks protrudin above the mud.

Among the more tangible findings of the research program were the wossibility
of a trawling industry revealed by the 0 hauls during ]9] on lake Victoria;
the possible usefulness of residue from cowper sine]ring operation’s in ferti]izin
sulphate-deficient waters; and the .oropounding of a new theory that "... within
certain limits the greater the number of animals in a shallow tropical lake,
the greater becomes its otentia] fertility, and therefore the greater number
of animals it can support."2 The Organization aso was instrumental in the
setting up of a small native controlled fishery under the Busoga Native Adminis-

tration. The 19] report of the Organization contained two sentences apologizing
for not being able to supp]y fish to stock dams, where perhaps a longer explana-
tion would have been aprropriate, in view of the criticism from some quarters of
the High Commission research agencies for their lack of "practicable" and
"tangible" service.

Besides the annual reports of the organization, which grew thicker and more
comprehensive up to 19, containing increasing amounts of texts, tables and

graphs, a number of scientific papers were completed each year. In 192 five
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were reported published, two were in process of being rinted, and eleven were
in preparatory stages.

The Organization maintains contact wit. scientific agencies in East Africa
and outside. The importance of the work on snails is directly connected with
medical research and the organization has also coqperated with the geological,
game, and fisheries departments of the various governments. Certain material
is sent abroad to laboratories for specialized analyses. Facilities have been
rovided for a number of visiting scientists, whose work has contributed to the
organization’s knowledge of East African fisheries Public relations are benefited
by explanations in lay terms, in the introductory sections of the annual reports,
of the problems and the potential of fisheries research in East Africa. The 1992
report was made particularly readable by this device. Visitors to the research
station at Jina in 199 included the Governors of Kenya and Uganda, the Fisheries
Advisor to the Secretary of State for the Colonies, and two of the faculty of
Gordon Memorial College, Khartoum.

The Director’s membership on the Uganda Pollution Committee, the lake
Victoria Fisheries Board, and the Advisory Committee to Northern Rhodesia and
Nyasaland Joint Fisheries Organization and the East African Inland Fisheries
Research Advisory Council further increased interdepartmental contacts and
provide a further medium for exchanges of technical information. The Director
attended the 19A9 Anglo-Belgian Fisheries Conference set up by the Belgian
Congo Government at Elizabethville and a four day conference in 92 of 0
specialists 9tom various arts of Africa called under the ausnices of the
Scientific Organization for Africa South of the Sahara.

The lake Victoria Fisheries Service

The Lake Victoria Fisheries Service is concerned with the exwloration,
administrative and legislative control, and the development and imrrovement of
fisheries in the Lake. Gathering data of a nractical nature on the number of
fishermen, quantity of their catch, and the .ossibilities for fisheries expansion
are the first responsibility. Others are the enforcement of legislation to
control and further the fisheries, and the introduction of improvements in
fishing techniques, in marketing, and in processing and distribution.

The Service was created in 198, and submitted its initial annual report
for the year 1949. By the beginning Of 19O a complete staff had been gathered.
For some nine months rreviously the organization had been operating with limited
equipment. In 19I buildings were purchased iu Kisumu, Kenya, am the headquarters
was shifted there from a more remote location at Mwanza, Tanganyika. By ]9 a
considerable list off activities, such as the introduction of the lake Victoria
Fisheries Regulations of ]9I, the completion of buildings, aquaria, and a
slipway at Eisumu, and the compilation of a more comprehensive ]ist of statistics
iu the 192 annual report, indicated that the Service was growing iu size and
intensifying its operations.

As a research organization the Service falls under the Administrator as the
pertinent executive officer, and in administrative matters is responsible through
his office to the High CommissioD. Besides the headquarters iu Kisumu wermanent
stations are established iu Tanganyika at Mwanza, and in Uganda at Entebbe.
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The use of launches permits fisheries officers and dinghies to visit and establish
fish rangers’ stations as needed anywhere around the lake. Eurorean nersonnel
at the end of 192 numbered seven: the Chief Fisheries Officer, three Fisheries
Officers, a temporary Fisheries Officer, Field Officer, and a wart-time clerical
assistant. Three African head fish guards, some seventy-five Africah fish
guards, and a small number of clerical assistants and nautical laborers were also
emloyed.

The principal advisory body to the High Commission on lake Victoria Fisheries
is the Lake Victoria Fisheries Board, the membership of which includes four ex
officio members: the Provincial Commissioner, Nyanza Province, Kenya, the
Provincial Commissioner, Lake Province, Tanganyika, the Resident, Buganda, Uganda,
and the Director, East African Fisheries Research Organization. There are six
appointed members, three apnointed by the High Commission, and one each by the
Governors of Kenya, Tanganyika and Uganda. The Board exists to advise the High
Commission in all matters concerned with fisheries in the Lake.

Besides the headquarters buildings the Service possesses in Kisumu aquarium
tanks, a slipway, and a small workshop. Offices, store, and subordinate staff
housing provide facilities at the Mwanza station and an office store, and
subordinate staff house are at Cntebbe. A number of houses for fish guards’
camps are sited st points along the lake shore. Iu 1990 these carats totaSled
19 in all three territories. Three 9 foot motor fishing vessels and several
dinghies have been in use from time to time. In 1992 the wooden hulls of the
motor vessels, unsatisfactory for Lake Victoria waters because of "dry rot" were
being replaced by special steel hulls on order from England. The new launches
when made un were to be fitted with echo sounding machines for charting depths
and detecting and measuring schools of fish All motor fishing vessels Were
equipped with receiving and transmitting radio sets.

The expenditures of the Lake Victoria Fisheries Service during 1948, 199
and ]90 were as folows:

9 9 95o
Recurrent
Extraordinary

Total B22, 01 18,99 2,

Revenue credited to recurrent expenditure was B2O in ]99 and BOC in 1990.
In 19l and 192 revenue was BI,6T and 989.

The net extraordinary or carital exr_enditure during the years 1948-190
was paid entirely through C.D.&W. funds under C.D.&.W. Scheme D. 910. Net
recurrent expenditure was met by equal contributions from Kenya, Uganda and
Tanganyika.

The first four years of operational effort were devoted to comni]ing basic
statistics regarding fish povulations and migrations, to exnloring and sampling
the fisheries ossibilities in less known waters of the Lake, to nractical examina-
tion of tackle and technique and improvement of methods and equipment, and to the
enforcement of fishing regulations.

Investigations of market and catches were mainly concerned with the economically
important enus Tilapia_. A recording and analysis of railway shipments from



Kisumu of fresh Tilapia, amounting in 199 to 20 tons and in 192 to l,O0 tons,
made possible rough estimates of fSuctuations in the local catches, found to be
rela6ed to the rainy seasons. Sizes and quantities of fish caught at various
times in various places with the different mesh-sizes of gil nts were recorded
8nd tabulated, the printed tables occupying considerable space in the later
annual reorts. It was found that the size of mature fish varied from locale to
locale, calling for flexible regulations of the net mesh sizes aowable throughout
the Lake. Catches with seine nets in different mesh sizes were also checked and
recorded. Hook fishing with Song, multi-hook lines, employed in the Uganda
waters from April to August, was examined and an average catch of 7- fish rer
IO0 hooks per 24 hours was considered as Frofitable and the method perhaps worthy
of further exploitation. In the Kavirondo Gulf area, where Kenya Fisheries Rules
in 19C allowed only the 5 inch mesh gill nets, the catch has deoined, since the
introduction of gill nets about 1900, from some 20 to 1.9 fish per net. (In
Tanganyika during, the same year there were no restrictions on gill net mesh size,
perhaps indicating a ned for centrally promulgated Lake Fisheries regulations.)
Most of the results of the Servicers statistical investigations are presented in
tabular form with each annual retort.

At first the figures above provided an only means of estimating fish popula-
tions. In 192 the device of markin and releasing fish was employed on a small
scale in order to obtain further information on the growth of fish under natural
conditions and a better idea of their migration. Of I,92 fish marked in 92,
2.2 percent were reported caught during the same year, mostly in a single area
some miles from the Kisumu shore where they had been released. The Echo

Soundin machines, used to estimate the size of scbols of fish, wouSd provide
another means of estimating fish population.

Comparatively unknown waters of the Lake are being explored from the
fisheries standpoint. After !90 the area of the mouth of the Kagera River
was visited, reported upon, and found to be the probably most prolific fishing
area of the entire l.ake. This ws thought due to a comblntion of food suwlied
y theeffluency at the river mouth and’ the resr,oS of rie flh te astimlus
to head up current through a stream mouth. Besides Tilapia fisheries conducted
close in shore, further fisheries of other secies were hoped to be found through
bottom sounding, and the traw]in experiments conducted by the East African
Fisheries Research Organization.

Wide observations of net-erformance throughout the lake, and a number
of practical ex?erimnts indicated that nylon gill nets were superior to fax
nets. Some 200 nylon nets were obtained by the Service iu 192 and proved to be
at least 2 percent better than the oder flax nets iu terms of catch. They
also lasted some three times longer than flax nets in the Yake waters. .EXperi-
ments with a net preservative "Cupronol" were successful and considerably pro-
longed the life of cotton seines, though the effect of the nrservative on flax
gill nets was to harden the twine and decrease the snaring quality of the net.
The floats and sinkers used ou gill nets and seines were generally made of
imported cork, but a local tree and tree bark also provide substitutes. Sinkers
are made locally, being iron rings or drilled-through stone, their clever manu-
facture nroviding evidence of native craftsmanship. No special attempts to
improve hook catching methods or equinment were reported wrior to $9.

In late $90, at a meeting of the lake Victoria Fisheries Board, a sub-
committee of that body drafted new Fisheries Regulations to be made under the
Lake Victoria Fisheries Act, 90. The draft, after modifications, came into’
force April I, 19I as the Lake Victoria Fisheries Regulations, 19I. The



reguions provided in detail for the registration of boats and licencing of
fishermen, gave specifications of the types and sizes of nets allowed nd con-
ditions of their use, and named fines for certain offenses. The Act under
which the regulations were made established the composition of the lake Victoria
Fisheries Board, outlined its functions, outlined offenses (such as the use of
explosives in the takinG of fish) and orovided the authority of various officials,
including the authority of the Administrator of the High Commission to make
regulation controlling fishing, fishing vessels, equipment, sales, nd authorizing
the collection of required fishing ststistics by authorized persons.

The revenue collected for offenses against the Act and the Regulations is
given in each annual report indicating a certain amount of Saw enforcement
despite the paucity of fisheries officers -three for the entire lake.

Considerable assistance from the ast African Fisheries Research Organization
and from the Fisheries Section of the Uganda Game De.artment was acknowledged by
the Service. Periodic meetinTs of the ake Victoria Fisheries Board rrovide
opportunities for coordination and exchanges of information between the Service
and the ast African Fisheries Research Organization. The symrosium on African
Hydroblology and Inland Fisheries at ntebbe in October 92 was attended by
the Acting Chief Fisheries Officer.

The ast African Marine Fisheries Reserc Orzanization

After a series of suggestions and rogosals by various research authorities
a survey of the fisheries of Mauritius and the Seychelles was undertaken shortly
after orld ’gar II. hie this survey was underway in 198 a Marine Fisheries
Meeting at Tana, in ine with an expression of the Central Yeisl_tive Assembly
that Marine Fisheries Research should be carried out for Fst Africa interterri-
torially, created an "Iner-Territorial Marine Fisheries Research Department."

Throughout 199 and 90 the necessary steps of nrovidin finance obtaining
a ship, fittings and buildin and equipping the shore installations ere initiated.
Capital finance and half of the recurrent costs for five years were to be met from
O.D.&. funds. The other half of recurrent costs ere to be met two-fifths each
by Kenya and Tananyika and one-fifth by Zanzibar. xpenditres began n
when the housing program was begun under the supervision of the Devlopment
Officer, Zanzlbar.

As one of the interterritorial research agencies the Organization is
executively under the Administrator, responsible administratively through his
office to the High Commission. An ast Africa Marine isheries Research Advisory
Committee conslstin of the Administrator or his renresentative, the Organiza-
tion Director, and one member each from Kenya, Tananyika and Zanzibar reviews
the Organization’s program, recommends alterations or modifications to the igh
Commission and serves to keep the governments informed of progress o the
organization.

The Organization headquarters is situated at Mazazini, Zanzibar, though the
ship provides a mobile headquarters which could be situated conveniently at any
of the severa East African ’ports. The staff at the end of 92 included a

Director, a Ships Master, a Ship’s Engineer, a Scientific Officer. Apwointment
of a third scientific officer (the Director counting as one) was ending.
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Facilities in charge of the Organization, besides four European staff houses, in-
cluded in 1992 a variety of laboratory equipment. The 9efitted Motor Vessel
"Research" with trawls, nets, li.nes, lures and other gear constituted the f]oatlng.
In .1992 a laboratory building had bsen contracted for, and a certalu amount of
library material was being gathered.

The estimated total capital expenditure, B,O00, was to be covered by a
grant from C.D.&W. funds, with half of the recurrsnt expenditures for a period
of five years also covered by the grant. The other half of current exnenses
was to be provided two-fifths by Kenya, two-fifths by Tanganyika, and one-fifth
by Zanzibar. A special grant from C.D.&W. funds also was wrovided to meet costs
of B,900 for refitting the Motor Vessel "Research" which was to be taken over
from the old Mauritius-Seychelles Fisheries Survey.

Total capital expenditures to the end of 1952 came to 19,495. Recurrent
expenditures, as given in the 192 Annual Reot, amounted to B9,200 in 1991
and 12,500 in 1992. A small, directly earned revenue came from the sale of
surplus fish in Zanzibar market, amounting in 1992 to BS.

Tbmough 1992 the Marine Fisheries Research Organization was occupied mainly
with tasks of initial organization, staffing, and equipage. A imited wrogram
of scientific investigation, however, was begun, based upon the counsel of
Fisheries Advisory Committee, that the first operations should be a "survey
lasting about two years of the Fishery Resources off the coast of East Africa."
The survey was to include the study of methods of off-shore fishing outside the
range of native fishing craft detailed studies of the habits, migrations and
other ecological factors of the economica]ly important species; investigations
of the value and availability of by products such as fish liver oils and air
bladders for isinglass; studies of the lankton types known to be of imwortance;
and investigation of hydrobioloical conditions, especially the effect of sea
currents. These scientific terms of reference were obviously,broad, and it was
realized in view of staff shortages and equipment that only a wortion of the
studies could be undertaken soon.

In May ]9I the’Motor Vessel, a ten-years-od ship which had been used for
two years on fisheries survey for the Mauritiu-Seychelles islands, was taken
over by the Organization. After considerable refittiu and interior modification
the ship was put into comission, making 10 scientific cruises total.ing 1,57
mies. In 92, with further rerairs and routine maintenance, the ship altogether
cruised 94 days, totalling 7,056 miles. Because of the apnareut greater importance
of pelagic fishes and because of ]imitations of equipment for %nvestigation of
bottom fish.es, work up to the end of 192 had been concerned mainly with the
adult population of surface swimming fish. Investigations of eggs, developmental
stages and of plankton were carried on in a small way.

The work done at sea in 1991 involved ten cruises totalling 21 days. The
catch was 56 pelagics, and 6 bottom fishes, weighing altogether 98 wounds.
In 192 the 26 cruises involving 9 days at sea resulted in a catch of O2
pelagics and 26 bottom fishes totalling 6,5 pounds. The cruises ranges the
entire East African coast, from the Kenya-Somaliland border to the north to the
southern end of the Tanganyika coast. Particular efforts were made to identify
scientifically the fish taken, notes, naintings and detaied measurements being
taken in addition to data regarding size, shape, weight, gonads, and stomach
contents. Mechanical difficulties of the ship, and the delayed arrival of dredges,



trawls, float tackle and other equipment hampersd operations up to the beginning
of I: delivery of a bathythermograh and water-sampler ordered in 9] was
still being awaited at that time. Much of the effort durin2 the first two
years of actual operations was expended in testing and adapting the gear and
training the crew.

Other operations up to 19 were the building of staff ousin. at Mazazini,
the lanning of and letting of a contract for a laboratory building, and the
manufacture of fishing lures and gear, and the adaptation of some of the fishing
gear remaining from the previous commission of the ship "Research." Some tidal
fishponds at Chukwani were taken over in May 192. Observations of the fish were
undertaken and experiments in marking fish with silver wire, were tried. Nutri-
tional analysis of a sample of dried millet was to be made by a Medical Research
Council officer at Maker,re College at the end of 192.

The appointment of the chemist-hydrologist and the ordering of necessary
laboratory equipment indicated that a laboratory rogram would be getting under-
way in 19. It was claimed at the end of 192 that the "formative reriod of
organization was nearing its end, with hoe expressed that increasing facilities
and staff would permit the scope of the work to be widened and intensifie.

Beyond the information channels to the three concerned governments provided
by the interterritorial membership of the Advisory Committee, .rogress of the
Organization was publicly reported in the East African ress. Relationships
with other fisheries research organizations and .nersonages ere maintained. The
laboratory was visited at different times by fisheries authorities from the
Colonial Office, Malagascar, and other territories, with some thought being
given to exchange visits. Two of the officers have given lectures at the local
government secondary school.

Sincerely,
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